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To det":rmi:1e the effect of gas pools and the 
hydrodY!1amic characteristics of the flow system 
around such pools in the geothermal field, we 
conducted observations in 30 piezometric wells. 
Temperatures were measured with maximum 
rne-!"c~lry thermQ~eters. To increase the pre
ciSiOn of measurements to fractions of a degree, 
·,,'8 ~E'ct f:.uobe: of observers as small as 
possi':;it'. Ai)"';t half the measurements were 
C-C:2.cli; ,,,,itl1 che sam" :';0. 112 thermometer. All 
te'Ilperatur8s r:;eas::.red with other thermome
ters were r,"dllced to the No. 112 thermometer 
re;.dings bv means uf a previously found cor-
rection. 

lilUs, t~E' number of temperature measure
IT:ents, on which the analysis given below is 
hased, is about 150. The data can be used to 
([,,:scrihe the temperature distribution both in 
plan and in section. Temperatures were meas
ured at depths of 100, 250, 500 and 750 m (see 
the geothermai maps shown in Fig. 1). Our 
maps, in addition to primary geothermal data, 
which refer only to a specific depth level, we 
have plotted the typical lithofacies of the Khadum 
gas-bearing beds because they are important 
for interpreting the significance of ground
water flow and for the formation of the heat 
field itself. All productive gas pools are also 
indicated on the maps. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from 
our data: 

ITranslated from: 0 vozmushchenii gcotermiches
kogo polya pod vliyaniyem gazovykh zalezhey v uslo
viyakh ustanovivshegosya potoka podzemnykh vod. 
Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, 1913, Vol. 208, 
1\0. 3, pp. (;7;)-676. 

2All temperature readings were taken by the author 
and twotechnieians, S.S. YakushinandN.S. Imankulov. 

1. The heat flux in the geothermal field 
increases steadily with depth. Thus, the tem
perature gradient at each depth is: 

Temperature gradient .. "C 
Range, °C 

100 m 250 m 500 m 750 m 

6 10 18 22 
15-21 20-30 31-49 45-67 

2. Over the analyzed depths the geother
mal field of each gas pool can be described in 
three dimensions over a fairly narrow tempera
ture range (Oe): 

100 m 250 m 

North Stavropol' 16-19 27-29 
Pelagiada . 19-20 27-29 
Kazinka 17 -18 27 
Rasshevatskaya 15 -17 20-21 
Bezopasnoye 16-17 23-27 
Kugul'ta 15 21 
Ivanovka 15 20 

500 m 750 m 

North Stavropot' 4-1-48 60-64 
Pelagiada 42-44 60-63 
Kazinka 43-44 60-61 
Rasshevatskaya 31-32 45-46 
Bezopasnoye 37-42 52-60 
Kugul'ta 34 50 
Ivanovka 32 47 

3. At all depth levels studied one obsen'es 
a clear general tendency for the subsurface 
temperature to decrease in the direction of 
steady natural flow (undisturbed by production) 
of ground water of the Khadulll beds. Accord
ingly, in most places, the further along the 
flow a given component of the heat field is situ
ated, the lower is its temperature. 
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Fig. 1. Gas province of central Ciscaucasia. Geothermal mqps at 
depths of 100 m (a), 250 m (b), 500 m (c) and 750 m (d). 1) geothermal 
test wells [nominator) well number-denominator) temperature, "cJ; 
2) isotherms, "C; 3) gas pools within the outer boundary; 4) zone dom
inated by sandy silty sediments; 5) same, clayey sediments; 6) same, 

clayey silty sediments. 

~. The heat flux in the heat field is marked
.': nonuniform. It is also easy to see that large 
;,;5 pools constitute thermal barriers, inter-
:' nng with the uniform distribution of the heat
: .eld gradient. This is illustrated especially 
.:~early by the North Stavropol', the Pelagiada, 
... e_Kugul'ta and the Rasshevatskaya pools. 
. J. The steady flow of water of the Khadum 
tad other. deeper beds, passing for millions 

of years through the deep East Kuban' trough, 
has transported much heat in an eastern direc
tion [1]. The heat thus transmitted is redis
tributed over the Stavropol' uplift in complete 
conformity with the hydrodynamic and thermo
physical characteristics of the section. In this 
respect the configuration of isotherms is ex
tremely significant at all depth levels because 
it reflects the tendency for the heat flow to 
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Fig. 1. (continued). See legend on page 2:J 1. 

bypass the thermal barriers of gas pools wher
ever possible. These barriers, because of 
their high thermal resistance, cause the iso
therms to become more closely spaced in the 
frontal parts of pools. 

6. The above data arc of interest as an 
example of the main factors distorting the geo
thermal field. They also show that the thermo
physical and hydrodynamic characteristics of 
the flow system may be of extremely great 
importance. 

7. The practical significance of these data 
is chiefly that they demonstrate the possible 
use of detailed features of the heat field in rou
tine hydrogeologic surveys, in connection with 
locating accidental overflows of strata water 
in producing wells. 

However, there may be cases where it Illay 
be possible to identify from the closer spacing 
of isotherms in the frontal parts of gas pools, 
fields that were missed during exploration. III 
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.. ,,;,'.en the Rasshevatskoye and the Ivanovka 
. '" \5 lnteresting because productive pools 
:"i~J.\'t~ been missed here, 
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.~::::,,-.~: aLe;e oil pools is essential to both 
:,;-::3."0: 3.r:.d ~hei,,:, svbsequent preserva
~C:'C c;:'::;";o!.;. ,11ust, Di course, be imper

.:~ a CG:.C::ion resl~~~lng from the ability of 
. :,:j salts under pressure of the overlying 

._ ," ;0 ,',-;C:::::32 :rtrongly eompacted and acquire 

-. ~':2iuJ.:E- che eaprocks above Paleozoic oil 
"'_"~ i.n-':l?..:t::;at2Q their sealing qualities in 

region, '.vhicn contains 113 oil 
,n the \1:iddle C;;.rboniferous (strata 

i .o~4 \. H in the C:l.!'huniferous (strata B2 , 

. '=-:~; Cill- Cj\') and 47 in clastic Devonian 
:':~2.!a D", DG. Di, DU, Diii, Div) deposits. 
,~e caprock clays here are everywhere mont

:~~ ~,:Eonitlc and underwent similar lithogenetic 
• f:C:"sIor;c1ations in each stratigraphic interval. 
Thus. '.':12 thought it sufficient to ascertain the 
se3.1m~ aualitv of the caorocks as a function of 
their thi~knes5 alone. 'rVe based our theory on 
the fact that the main oil-bearing strata are 
con.fined to the regionally-persistent Lower and 
"Eddie Carboniferous clays and Devonian terrige
nous sediments. 

Because the saturation of oils with gas de
creases from top to bottom of a pool, and this 
saturation decreases as oil is pumped out of the 
pool, our oil samples were collected from deep 
lel'els of prospecting wells drilled in the crests 
of anticlines. To test the dependence of the gas 
saturation of oils on the thickness of the cap
rock, graphs were drawn for each pool (Fig. 1), 
A linear relationship between the gas factor 
(quantity of gas, in m3 per ton of oil) and the 
caprock thich.'l1esS was found for all pools except 

1 Translated from: Gazonasyshchennost' plasto
I!'kh neftey kak funktsiya ot moshchnosti pokryshek 
nad zalezhami nefti. Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR. 
1973, Vol. 203, No. '1, pp, 923-931. 

those in strata Bl and DU. The correlation, 
calculated on the Minsk-22 computer, was very 
close, with correlation coefficients ranging from 
0.7 to 0.9 and up. Such a high correlation shows 
that the factor controlling the gas -saturation of 
the stratal oils is caprock thickness, assuming 
that the depOSits being compared are lithologi
cally comparable and geologically similar. 

We found it difficult to determine the thick
ness of the caprock in stratum B2 in which clay 
partings alternate with dense sandy-limy beds. 
Figure 2 shows the variouS possible caprock 
thicknesses, the true thickness being depicted 
by variant III, with a correlation coefficient of 
O. 75. For the other variants this turned out to 
be lower, from 0.23 to 0.038. A lack of corre
lation was also found for strata Bl and DU, 
attributable to the thinness of their caprocks. 
These strata lost much of their methane and 

L-L--~lffa---zifa---foom3liOnZ-6c 
Gas factor-

Fig. 1. Gas factor vs. thickness of the cap
rock I) for strata A3 and A-1 (1' = 0.85); 
II) for stratum B2 (1' = 0.75); III) for strata 
DO k k', DI and DIll (1' = 0.93); IV) for strata 
CII, IlI,IV (r = 0.68); V) for stral\un DIV· 


